In the present paper we construct all typical finite-dimensional representations of the quantum Lie superalgebra U q [gl(2/2)] at generic deformation parameter q.
Introduction
Since the quantum deformations 1−5 became a subject of intensive investigations many (algebraic and geometric) structures and different representations of quantum (super-) groups have been obtained and understood. For instance, the quantum algebra U q [sl (2) ] is very well studied 6−8 . Originated from intensive investigations on the quantum inverse scattering method and the Yang-Baxter equations, the quantum groups have found various applications in theoretical physics and mathematics (see in this context, for example, Refs. Here, extending the method developed by Kac 19 in the case of Lie superalgebras (from now on, only superalgebras) we shall construct all finite-dimensional representations of the quantum Lie superalgebra U q [gl(2/2)] at generic q, i.e. q is not a root of unity. It turns out that the finite-dimensional U q [gl(2/2)]-modules have similar structures to that of the non-deformed ones 20, 21 and are decomposed into finitedimensional irreducible U q [gl(2) ⊕ gl(2)]-modules. Finite-dimensional U q [gl(2/2)]-modules can be classified again as typical or atypical ones (see the Proposition 2).
In the frame-work of this paper for the sake of simplicity we shall consider only the typical representations at generic q. When q is a root of unity, as emphasized also in 18 , the structures of U q [gl(2/2)]-modules are drastically different in comparison with the structures of gl(2/2)-modules 20, 21 . The present investigation on typical representations at generic q is easily extended on atypical representations at generic q 22 and finite-dimensional representations at q being a root of unity 23 .
The paper is organized as follows. In order to make the present construction clear, in the section 2 we expose some introductory concepts and basic definitions of quantum superalgebras, especially U q [gl(m/n)]. We also describe briefly the pro- 
, where x is some number or operator,
commutator between E and F , a ij -an element of the Cartan matrix (a ij ),
Note that we must not confuse the quantum deformation 
Some introductory concepts of quantum superalgebras
Let g be a rank r (semi-) simple superalgebra, for example, sl(m/n) or osp(m/n).
The quantum superalgebra U q (g) as a quantum deformation (q-deformation) of the universal enveloping algebra U(g) of g, is completely defined by the Cartan-Chevalley canonical generators h i , e i and f i , i = 1, 2, ..., r which satisfy 15−17 a) the quantum Cartan-Kac supercommutation relations
where (ã ij ) is a matrix obtained from the non-symmetric Cartan matrix (a ij ) by replacing the strictly positive elements in the rows with 0 on the diagonal entry by −1, while ad q is the q-deformed adjoint operator given by the formula (2.8) and c) the quantum extra-Serre relations 
The above-defined quantum superalgebras form a subclass of a special class of Hopf algebras called by Drinfel'd quasitriangular Hopf algebras 2 . They are endowed with a Hopf algebra structure given by the following additional maps:
Then the quantum adjoint operator ad q has the following form
with µ L (respectively, µ R ) being the left (respectively, right) multiplication: µ L (x)y = xy (respectively, µ R (x)y = (−1) degx.degy yx).
A quantum superalgebra U q [gl(m/n)] is generated by the generators k
, e j ≡ E j,j+1 and f j ≡ E j+1,j , i = 1, 2, ..., m + n, j = 1, 2, ..., m + n − 1 such that the following relations hold (cf. Refs. 14,18 ) a) the super-commutation relations
, where q 9) b) the Serre relations (2.2) taking now the explicit forms
and c) the extra-Serre relations (2.3)
Here, besides
The Hopf structure on k i looks as
The generators E ii , E i,i+1 and E i+1,i together with the generators defined in the following way of the superalgebra gl(m/n) whose universal enveloping algebra U[gl(m/n)] repre-
is an even subalgebra of 
which, as we can see from (2.9-11) and (2.15), is the stability
by some highest weight Λ. For a basis of V q 0 (Λ) we can choose the Gel'fand-Zetlin (GZ) tableaux 30 , since the latter are invariant under the quantum deformations 28, 29, 31, 32 . Therefore, the highest weight Λ is described again by the first row of the GZ tableaux called from now on as the GZ (basis) vectors.
Demanding
i.e.
we turn V q 0 (Λ) into a U q (B)-module, where
where
In order to complete the present section let us note that the modules W q (Λ) and V q 0 (Λ) have one and the same highest vector. Therefore, they are characterized by one and the same highest weight Λ.
The quantum superalgebra U q ≡ U q [gl(2/2)] is generated by the generators E ii ,
satisfying the relations (2.9-11) which now read a) the super-commutation relations (1 ≤ i, i + 1, j, j + 1 ≤ 4):
b) the Serre-relations:
and c) the extra-Serre relations:
respectively. Here, for a further convenience, the operators
and the operators composed in the following way
are defined as new generators. The latter are odd and have vanishing squares. They, together with the Cartan-Chevalley generators, form a full system of q-analogues of the Weyl generators e ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4, of the superalgebra gl(2/2) whose universal
Other commutation relations between E ij follow from the relations (3.1-3) and the defini-
In order to distinguish two components of
That means
of a highest weight Λ r , where Λ l and Λ r are defined respectively as the left and right components of Λ :
Here, we shall construct finite-dimensional representations of
In the framework of the present paper we consider only typical representations of U q [gl(2/2)] at generic q. Atypical representations at generic q and finite-dimensional representations of U q [gl(2/2)] at roots of unity are subjects of later publications 22, 23 .
As mentioned earlier a fidirmod V q 0 (Λ) of the quantum algebra U q [gl(2/2) 0 ] represents a quantum deformation (q-deformation) of some fidirmod V 0 (Λ) of the algebra gl(2/2) 0 . Moreover, following the classical procedure we can construct U q [gl(2/2)]-
, by the construction, is the factor-space (2.20) with m = n = 2 :
Any vector w from the module W q has the form
In the next two subsections we shall construct the bases of the module W q and find the explicit matrix elements for the typical representations of U q [gl(2/2)].
The bases
Since the GZ basis is invariant under the q-deformation, for a basis of a U q [gl (2) 
where l ij = m ij − i for i = 1, 2 and l ij = m ij − i + 2 for i = 3, 4.
On the other hands, V q 0 is decomposed into the tensor product 
between the GZ basis of V 
) follows directly from (4.7) and :
The GZ basis vector 
by definition, is the highest weight vector in V 
where [n]'s are short hands of 18 ), namely U q is a linear span of the elements of the form
Indeed, a right-ordered basis vector of U q like
, can be re-ordered and expressed through the vectors (4.18) which are more convenient for consulting the classical case in Refs. 20, 21 . Taking into account the fact that
Consequently, the vectors The subspace T q consisting of
can be considered as a U q [gl(2/2) 0 ]-adjoint module (upto rescaling by k i in definite powers). The latter is 16-dimensional as begins from |0, 0, 0, 0 when ∀θ i = 0 and ends at |1, 1, 1, 1 when
is reducible and can be decomposed into 16 finite-dimensional irreducible 
1/2 c 9 , 
where c k = c k (q) are some other constants which may depend on q. Looking at 
we can find all the basis vectors (m) k : 
In a natural way we denote by (m) (ab) the GZ basis of V 
Typical representations
The U q [gl(2/2)]-module W q constructed is either irreducible or indecomposable.
We can verify that which is nothing but the condition (4.41).
Since U q [gl(2/2)] is generated by the even generators and the odd Chevalley generators E 23 and E 32 , any its representations in some basis is completely defined by the actions of these generators on the same basis. In the case of the typical representations the matrix elements of the generators in the reduced basis (4.33) can be obtained by keeping the conditions (4.1) and (4.41) valid and using the relations (3.1-5). For the even generators we readily have (10) , a + b = 2,
+i2−j2−31 (21) , (4.45) while the generator E 32 has the following matrix elements (−1)
, j = 5 − s,
where (m) (ab) are obtained from (m) (ab) by rescaling
.
Conclusion
In this work we have constructed all typical representations of the quantum su- 
In general, the method used here is similar to that one of Ref. 20 .
It is not difficult for us to see that for 
